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(54) Title: MULTI-FOCAL LENS

(57) Abstract: An imaging lens structure and method of
imaging are presented. The imaging lens structure com
prising a lens region defining an effective aperture of the
lens structure. The lens region comprises an arrangement
of lens zones distributed within the lens region and com
prising zones of at least two different optical functions
differently affecting light passing therethrough. The zones
of at least two different optical functions are arranged in
an interlaced fashion along said lens region corresponding
to a surface relief of the lens region such that adjacent
lens zones of different optical functions are spaced apart
from one another along an optical axis of the lens struc
ture a distance larger than a coherence length of light at
least one spectral range for which said lens structure is
designed. In another embodiment the zones are arranged
in a disordered fashion, and the different optical functions
are different focal lengths. In a further alternative embodi
ment, the lens comprises a plurality of angular segments
of at least two different focal lengths arranged in a radial
symmetry, and a phase coder comprising at least two
phase coding patterns.oo FIG. 8A
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MULTI-FOCAL LENS

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention is generally in the field of all-optical imaging techniques, and

relates to an imaging multi-focal lens.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Extending the depth of focus of imaging systems is required for various

applications, including inter alia medical applications, such as endoscopic system,

spectacles, and ophthalmic lenses. Various techniques have been developed to extend

the depth of focus of an imaging lens.

For example, the earlier technique developed by the inventor of the present

application provides for extending the depth of focus of an imaging lens unit by

applying a phase coding to the effective aperture of the imaging lens unit. Various

features of this technique are described for example in the following patents and

published patent applications: US 7,365,917; US 7,061,693; US 2009/074239; US

2009/1 16096; US 7,646,549, all assigned to the assignee of the present application. This

technique when utilized in spectacles or ophthalmic lenses may serve as an alternative

to the conventional bi- or multi-focal lens approach for patients suffering from

presbyopia (i.e. different dioptric powers for distance and reading vision), where

desirably extended depth of focus is achieved with the single-focus lens unit.

Various configurations of multi-focal lenses are described for example in the

following patents and published patent applications:

US 5,682,223 describes a multifocus, concentric annular ring lens wherein one

of the front and back surfaces of the lens defines a central area comprising a circular

disc having a spherical surface corresponding to a basic prescription Rx spherical

distance optical power. A plurality of annular rings surround the central area and have



altemating spherical near and distance optical powers, and at least one intermediate

optical power annular ring. The immediate optical power annular ring is located in the

middle or outer region of the lens optic zone, and its optical power is intermediate to the

distance and near optical powers, to provide visual acuity at intermediate distances. The

intermediate optical power annular ring can be placed anywhere in the middle or outer

region of the lens optic zone, and can be the second annular ring from the outer edge of

the lens optic zone, or can be the outermost annular ring which defines the outer

circumference of the lens optic zone. The lens can be a contact lens to be worn on the

cornea of the eye, such as a soft hydrogel contact lens, or can be an intraocular lens.

US 5,158,572 describes multifocal lens having a substantially circular central

region having a first optical power, surrounded by a plurality of concentric ring regions

which alternate between at least two optical powers, one of which may be the first

optical power. Preferably, the central region is powered for near vision. For example,

one embodiment of the invention is a bifocal lens having a central near-vision portion, a

first concentric ring region powered for distance vision, and a second concentric ring

region having the same power as the central region.

US 5,198,844 describes a multifocal refractive lens to focus light on the retina of

the eye and method of making. The lens is comprised of a plurality of segments,

alternating segments having different optical powers, at least for distance vision and

another for near. The lens of the invention does not require orientation to produce

adequate far and near vision and normal steroscoptic effect. One or both of the segments

having the optical powers may have aspherical lens surface. Preferably, the lens has at

least one aspherical lens surface and the segments are divided by an arcuate path going

from the center of the lens to edge. Such a lens is manufactured by taking lens molds

and cutting the molds from the edge through the center to the opposite edge along a

predetermined path. The molds are cut so that the segments produced are interchangable

and can be fitted together to make a mold that can produce the multifocal refractive

contact lens by molding.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

There is a need in the art for a novel approach in configuring multi-focal

imaging lenses to provide extended depth of focus of the lens and allow imaging of an



object from several different distances. As indicated above, imaging lenses with

extended depth of focus are required in various imaging applications, including medical

applications, such as spectacles and ophthalmic lenses. The term "ophthalmic lens"

refers to an artificial lens for use with the eye, and includes for example intraocular

lenses (IOLs), contact lenses, as well as intracorneal lenses (ICL's), corneal onlays or

inlays.

The present invention provides a multi-focal lens, which defines an optical axis

and has a lens region comprising two or more lens zones which are configured to apply

two or more different optical functions to light passing therethrough, i.e. provide two or

more different aperture codings of the. light. For example, these may be zones of two or

more different focal lengths and/or different phase coding (e.g. including "zero" phase

coding). In the multi-focal lens of the present invention, the lens zones of different

optical functions are distributed within the same region of the lens, rather than being

located in spatially separated regions of the lens as, for example, in the multi-focal

lenses commercially available in the market.

According to some aspects of the invention, the lens zones of different optical

functions (e.g. focal lengths and possibly also phase encoding) are arranged in an

interlaced pattern within the common lens region, namely said lens region is patterned

with an array of lens zones where the lens zones of a first optical function are spaced

from one another by one or more zones of one or more second optical functions.

In some embodiments of invention, the above-described interlaced pattern is

formed as a surface relief on a surface of the lens region, such that surface parts

corresponding to the lens zones of different optical functions are spaced-apart along the

optical axis of the lens. Preferably, a space between the adjacent lens zones of different

optical functions along said optical axis is higher than a coherence length of light at

wavelength range for which the multi-focal lens has been designed (typically, light in

the visible spectrum). Said space-apart arrangement of the lens zones is such that light

passing through zones of different optical functions will add in intensity (squared

amplitude) rather than in field (amplitude and phase), thus preventing creation of an

interference pattern and desired cross terms.

The coherence length for light of a certain wavelength range is defined as the

distance along which wavefronts of the light remain correlated during the light

propagation. The coherence length is affected by the bandwidth (of wavelengths) of the



light and by the refractive index of the media in the light propagation path. The

wavefronts of two components of light (e.g. different wavelengths) propagating along

the same axis/path accumulate phase with slightly different rates. For a distance shorter

or equal to the coherence length, the phases of different components may be correlated,

but after propagating a distance longer than the coherence length the correlation

between the phases of the different components become very low. The coherence

length, AZ, of light of a certain wavelength range is defined as follows:

∆ = = (1)
«∆ν Αλ

where c is the speed of light, n is the refraction index of media in which the light

propagates, λ is the central wavelength for which the element is designed, ∆λ is the

bandwidth of wavelengths and . vis the spectral bandwidth of the light. Considering the

use of white light illumination, the coherence length is very short (i.e. equals to several

wavelengths only). Wavefronts separated by a distance larger than the coherence length

are no longer correlated in phase, i.e. the temporal phase change in the two wavefronts

varies in a non-correlated manner. Hence, interference of light components passing

through adjacent zones of different optical functions spaced apart along the optical axis

a distance larger than the coherence length is smeared, and effectively such light

components add in intensity rather than in field, thus preventing formation of an

interference pattern.

Preferably, the multi-focal lens of the invention is configured such that said lens

region, containing multiple lens zones of different optical powers, is substantially not

diffractive. In other words, a pattern formed by the arrangement of lens zones of

different optical powers is substantially not diffractive. It should be understood that a

non diffractive pattern is such that it distributes/spreads the intensity of light passing

therethrough in a substantially uniform manner (or in other words does not divert light

away from zero order of diffraction), which is contrary to that of a diffraction pattern.

In some embodiments, such non-diffractive pattern can be created by making

each of the lens zones of the multi-focal lens of a physical dimension (within the lens

plane) much larger than the mean wavelength of light for which the multi-focal lens is

designed. The physical dimension of the zones may be larger than the maximal

wavelength in a range of wavelength the multi-focal lens is designed for. Each of these

lens zones acts as an effective aperture for light passing therethrough. The physical



dimension of the lens zone is such that a dimension of the effective aperture defined by

the zone substantially does not cause the light to diffract. The term "much larger than

the wavelength" used herein refers to a dimension of the order of a few hundred

wavelengths or larger. For example, in a multi-focal lens of the present invention used

for light of the visible spectrum, the physical dimension of the lens zone may be of a

few hundred micrometers.

The non-diffractive pattern in the multi-focal lens region may result from an

appropriate combination of refractive and/or diffractive lenses, i.e. a proper arrangement

of lens zones being refractive and/or diffractive.

In some embodiments of the invention, the lens zones of different optical

functions are arranged on said surface of the lens region in a disordered fashion. Such

disordered arrangement may be achieved for example by the zones arranged in random

positions forming a net mapped on said multi-focal lens surface, and/or by making said

zones with randomly varying geometry (e.g. zone size and/or shape). It should be

understood that such disordered fashion arrangement of the lens zones further prevents

formation of a diffractive pattern of light passing through the entire net. Indeed,

wavefronts passing through spaced-apart zones of the same focal length in said lens

region and arriving to a point outside an image plane of said lens accumulate different

phases thus preventing formation of an interference pattern (due to the lack of Bragg

condition) thus enabling high-contrast imaging. The phase accumulated by wavefronts

of different light components passing through spaced-apart zones of the same focal

length when arriving to a point within the image plane is substantially equal for all light

components, according to Fermat principle, thus allowing image creation.

Preferably, the surface pattern in the lens region is formed by both the surface

relief of the lens zones of different optical functions arranged in the above-described

relationship along the optical axis of the lens (i.e. spaced from one another a distance

larger than the coherence length of passing light) and the above-described disordered

fashion arrangement of said zones along said surface of the lens region. Such a

"combined" pattern would further decrease diffraction effects due to decoherence of

light components passing through lens zones of different optical functions, and due to

different phase, accumulated by light passing through the lens zones of the same optical

function, at a point outside the image plane of the lens. Preferably, also, the lens zone

dimension is too large to cause diffraction effects by itself.



The surface pattern ("combined" or not) can present an optical mask formed by

regions of different optical functions. The mask may be integral with the lens region,

i.e. by appropriate etching of spaced-apart locations within the lens region.

Alternatively, or additionally, an optical mask may be designed to be mounted on /

attached to the lens region, or generally in some application (typically, not-ophthalmic)

located before or after the lens close thereto. The optical mask (embedded in the lens or

attached thereto) may comprise two or more features of different optical functions

arranged and configured as described above. For example, the mask may include

spaced-apart regions of certain one or more non-zero optical powers spaced by regions

of zero-optical power, and thus when applied to a lens with given optical power adds

said one or more optical powers to that of the lens.

Thus, according to one broad aspect of the invention, there is provided an

imaging lens structure comprising a lens region defining an effective aperture of the

lens structure, said lens region comprising an arrangement of lens zones distributed

within the lens region and comprising zones of at least two different optical functions

differently affecting light passing therethrough, said zones of at least two different

optical functions being arranged in an interlaced fashion along said lens region

corresponding to a surface relief of the lens region such that adjacent lens zones of

different optical functions are spaced apart from one another along an optical axis of the

lens structure a distance larger than a coherence length of light at least one spectral

range for which said lens structure is designed.

The arrangement of the lens zones lens region may define two or more different

patterns differently affecting light passing therethrough. The features of these different

patterns are arranged in the interlaced fashion forming said surface relief.

The interlaced arrangement of the lens zones of said at least two different optical

functions may be a disordered arrangement, e.g. a random fashion.

At least some of the lens zones may have a dimension along the surface of the

lens region larger than a wavelength of light within said spectral range.

The lens structure described above may have a base lens having a certain first

optical function and an optical mask formed by a plurality of lens zones having at least

one second optical function. The optical mask is aligned with at least a part of the base

lens thereby defining said lens region formed by the lens zones of at least two different

optical functions. The mask may be a separate element attached or located close to the



base lens; or may be embedded in the base lens, e.g. in the form of the surface relief

etched in said base lens.

In some embodiments, at least one of said at least two different optical function

defines a focal length. The lens zones of said at least one optical function defining the

focal length may be formed by segments of at least one or refractive lens; or the lens

zones of the different focal lengths may be formed by segments of refractive and

diffractive lenses.

The above-described imaging lens structure may form a multi-focal ophthalmic

lens.

In the above-described imaging lens structure, the lens zones may be configured

as angular segments of the lens region arranged around the optical axis. The angular

segments may include segments of two different focal lengths arranged in the interlaced

fashion; these two different focal lengths may correspond to patient's prescribed far and

near vision respectively.

The lens zones of the two different focal lengths are preferably arranged around

the optical axis with radial symmetry.

The angular segments of the different focal lengths are preferably arranged such

that the angular segments of the same focal length comprise segments arranged along

two perpendicular axes, thereby enabling to orient the imaging lens structure with

respect to a line of sight such that vertically and horizontally oriented segments within

the lens region are those having the focal length corresponding to the near field vision,

and the angular segment of other orientations with respect to the line of sight are those

corresponding to the far field vision.

Preferably, the imaging lens structure with the angular segments corresponding

to the at least two different focal length is equipped with a phase coder comprising at

least first and second phase coding patterns associated with said at least two different

focal lengths respectively to provide extended depth of focus for imaging via said

angular segments. The phase coder may be a separate phase mask located close to or

attached to the lens region along the optical axis; or may be a phase mask integral with

the lens region.

According to another broad aspect of the invention, there is provided an imaging

lens structure comprising a multi-focal lens region comprising a plurality of lens zones

of at least two different focal lengths, said lens zones being arranged in an interlaced



fashion within a surface of said multi-focal lens region such that the lens zone of one

focal length is surrounded by lens zones of one or more different focal lengths and the

lens zones of the same focal length are arranged on said surface in an disordered

fashion.

According to yet further broad aspect of the invention, there is provided an

imaging method comprising passing light through a pattern formed by a plurality of lens

zones of at least two different optical functions features of said pattern being spaced

from one another along at least an axis of light propagation such as to reduce formation

of diffraction and interference effects in at least one imaging plane.

According to yet another broad aspect of the invention, there is provided an

imaging lens unit comprising a multi-focal lens region, said lens region comprising: a

plurality of angular segments of at least two different focal lengths arranged in a radial

symmetry around an optical axis of said lens region, and a phase coder comprising at

least two phase coding patterns associated with the angular segments of said at least two

different focal lengths respectively, the angular segments of said at least two different

focal lengths being arranged such that the angular segments of one focal length

comprise segments arranged along two perpendicular axes, thereby enabling to orient

the imaging lens structure with respect to a line of sight such that vertically and

horizontally oriented segments within the lens region are those having said one focal

length.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

In order to understand the invention and to see how it may be carried out in

practice, embodiments will now be described, by way of non-limiting example only,

with reference to the accompanying drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 schematically exemplifies a multi-focal lens according to the present

invention;

Fig. 2 is an example of surface relief formed on a multi-focal lens region as

presented in the current invention;

Figs. 3A to 3D show simulation procedure and result for a bi-focal lens structure

of the present invention, where different focal length zones are randomly ordered in a

lens region;



Figs. 4A-4C show simulation results for the measurements of point spread

function of the lens structure of Fig. 3B measured in near-, medium- and far-field

respectively of the lens;

Figs. 5A-5C show simulation results for a Modulation Transfer Function (MTF)

of the lens structure of Fig. 3B, in near-, medium- and far-field respectively of the lens;

Figs. 6A-6C show simulation results of imaging of an object with resolution of

100 line-pairs / mm using the lens structure of Fig. 3B in near-, medium- and far-field

respectively of the lens; and

Fig. 7 shows through focus measurement of MTF of the lens structure of Fig.

3B;

Fig. 8A shows a multi-focal imaging lens having angular segments with

different focal length; and

Fig. 8B shows an example of a multi-focal imaging lens structure of Fig. 8A

equipped with a phase coder for providing extended depth of focus.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

Reference is made to Fig. 1 illustrating an imaging lens 10 according to the

present invention. The imaging lens 10 defines an optical axis, and has a lens region LR

that is configured to apply an aperture coding to light passing therethrough. According

to the present invention, the aperture coding is aimed at applying to the input light two

or more optical functions which differently affect the same property of the light, e.g.

focus light from objects at different distances onto the same image plane, and/or apply

different phase coding to the light. Thus, the lens region LR may have one or more

focal lengths, and may be formed by diffractive and/or refractive lenses.

The different optical functions may be implemented in the lens region LR by

applying to the lens region an appropriate pattern P. The pattern P can be in the form of

a certain surface relief in a surface of the lens region, which is a combination (or

multiplex) of two or more surface profiles, each corresponding to one or more of said

optical functions.

More specifically, the present invention is used with multi-focal imaging lenses

and is therefore described below with respect to this specific application. However, it

should be noted that the general principles of the invention are not limited to this



specific application, and the optical function may be other than focusing (i.e. defined by

a focal length parameter). For example, the imaging lens of the present invention may

include a single-focus lens region carrying the pattern in the form of a multiplex of two

or more different phase codes. The term "focal length" is therefore used herein for

simplicity; this term is to be interpreted broadly to constitute a parameter describing a

specific optical function.

Turning back to Fig. 1, the imaging lens 10 has the multi-focal lens region LR

comprising a plurality of lens zones. The plurality of lens zones may contain lens zones

of different focal lengths, or a combination of lens zones of different focal lengths with

phase coding. The plurality of lens zones of different focal lengths are arranged in an

interlaced pattern P formed on the surface of the lens region LR.

The arrangement of the lens zones of different optical functions (e.g. focal

lengths) is such as to prevent interference of light components passing through locally

adjacent lens zones of different optical functions and thus not impeding the imaging

process. Alternatively or additionally, the arrangement of the lens zones of different

optical functions (e.g. focal lengths) is such as to prevent interference of light

components passing through the lens zones of the same optical function, and thus again

not impede the imaging. These effects will be described more specifically further

below.

Also, preferably, the lens zones are configured to prevent diffraction of light

passing through each of the lens zones. To this end, each lens zone is of a physical

dimension (along the lens surface) much larger than a mean wavelength within a

wavelength range of light for which the lens region is designed. The lens zone, which

defines an effective aperture, is much larger than the wavelength and therefore

substantially does not diffract the light. Thus, the interlaced pattern is set to be

substantially non diffractive in the meaning that light passing through the lens is spread

in a uniform manner and does not divert light away from zero order of diffraction.

It should be understood that the multi-focal lens of the invention, implemented

as either one of the examples described herein, can be an integral structure formed by a

net of different lens zones embedded in a lens region (e.g. in the form of a surface

relief) or may be formed by a mask placed on top of or close to the lens region of a lens.

If the multi-focal lens structure utilizes a separate mask, the latter may be configured



such that only zones of one group has an optical power adding to that of the lens, while

those of the other group have no optical power.

As indicated above, according to some embodiments of the invention, the

interlaced pattern P is formed as a surface relief on a surface of the lens region LR. In

this connection, reference is made to Fig. 2 showing more specifically the pattern P

formed within the lens region LR. In order to prevent interference of light components

passing through the locally adjacent lens zones, Zl and Z2, of different optical

functions (defining different focal lengths), the pattern P is such that these lens zones

Zl and Z2 are spaced-apart along an optical axis OA of the lens region LR a distance d

which is higher than a coherence length of light in the wavelength range for which the

multi-focal lens region has been designed, e.g. visible range. The light components

passed through the locally adjacent lens zones Zl and Z2 spaced apart along the optical

axis a distance larger than the coherence lengths will not be phase correlated and

therefore will effectively add at an image plane of the lens region in intensity and not in

field. Uncorrelated wavefronts, which effectively add in intensity substantially does not

create an interference pattern but typically form a light spot.

As indicated above, the coherence length, AZ, of a light source is defined as

follows:

∆Ζ = = — (1)
nAv Α

where c is the speed of light, n is the refraction index of media in which the light

propagates, λ is the central wavelength for which the element is designed, ∆λ is the

bandwidth of wavelengths, and ∆ ν is the spectral bandwidth of the light source. For

light of the visible spectrum, the bandwidth is relatively large and the coherence length

is typically less than 1 micron. The coherence length of white light is basically in the

order of the mean wavelength. The distance between adjacent zones, along the optical

axis, can therefore be of the order of several microns.

Turning back to Fig. 2, the lens region LR may be a bi-focal lens. The pattern P

is formed as a surface relief on the lens' surface 11. The zones Zl and Z2 of two

different focal lengths f l and f 2 are arranged in an interlaced fashion within the lens

surface, and are arranged in a spaced-apart relationship along the optical axis OA of the

lens such that the distance d between the locally adjacent lens zones Zl and Z2 of

different focal length is higher than a coherence length of light of wavelength range for



which the lens is designed. For example, the distance d can be of about a millimeter, or

of about few hundreds of microns.

Such lens region LR as exemplified in Fig. 2 can provide imaging of an object

onto two or more different image planes at distances determined by the two or more

focal lengths respectively, or can provide imaging of different objects, standing at

different distances from the lens, on to the same image plane. For example, light which

passes through zones Zl of the lens region will produce an image of an object standing

at a distance fitting f l focal length at the image plane, while light which passes through

zones 72 will produce an image of object standing at a distance fitting f2 focal length

onto the same image plane. At the image plane, the light components that have passed

through the locally adjacent zones of different foci add in intensity rather than in field

due to decoherence of the light components.

Preferably, as will be exemplified below, the lens zones of different focal

lengths may be arranged in a disordered fashion. This disordered (e.g. random or a-

periodic) arrangement of the lens zones within the surface of the lens region may be

used in addition to the above-described spaced-apart arrangement along the optical axis

of the lens region. If the lens zones of different focal lengths are arranged in a

disordered fashion, this disordered arrangement of the lens zones would eliminate or at

least significantly reduce formation of interference, which would otherwise appear

resulting from effects (such as Bragg diffraction) caused from light passing through a

periodic pattern.

Considering the lens zones' net in the form of a surface relief on the surface of

the lens region (e.g. the arrangement of Fig. 2), the following should be noted. In some

ophthalmic application it is necessary that the surface of an ophthalmic lens is flat in

order to avoid stimulation of the eye. For this purpose, the surface of the lens zones'

pattern may be covered with a transparent substrate in order to fill the gaps along the

optical axis. The transparent substrate is appropriately selected for a given lens, such

that its effects (e.g. optical power) on the focal lengths of the multi-focal lens are

compensated by chosen focal lengths of the different lens zones of the lens.

In order to form an arrangement of lens zones of different optical functions, e.g.

focal lengths, several (at least two) different lenses can be appropriately combined in a

certain spatial arrangement. For example, let us consider the case of designing a bi-focal

lens region, where one lens has optical power corresponding to 57 diopters (focal length



of 17.5 mm) and the other lens has optical power corresponding to 59.5 diopters (focal

length of 16.8 mm). Each of these two lenses is divided into multiple zones, and the so-

obtained two groups of different zones are distributed in an interlaced fashion, e.g. both

groups including the same number of zones. The lens zones may have any geometries

(rectangles, triangles, etc.), similar or not. Each spatial segment of the lens region is

randomly occupied with a lens zone of the first group (first lens) or of the second group

(second lens). As a result, a lens region of the so-obtained "combined" multi-focal lens

has a portion (formed by discrete zones) occupied by the first lens and the rest occupied

by the second lens.

It should be understood that a similar lens region can be obtained by using a

base lens of one focal length and creating/placing on a surface thereof a mask formed by

spaced-apart regions/zones of one or more other lens of different focal length(s). For

example, in order to obtain a lens having the above-mentioned bi-focal lens region, i.e.

57 and 59.5 diopters, a lens with the optical power corresponding to 58 diopters can be

used as a base lens and a mask formed by discrete segments of two lenses: a focusing

lens of 1.5 diopters and a diffusing lens of (-1) diopters. Also, a base lens may be

selected to have an optical power corresponding to 57 diopters and add a mask formed

by spaced-apart zones of a lens with the optical power of 2.5 diopters spaced by zones

of zero optical power, i.e. thus resulting in zones of the optical power of the base lens

(i.e. 57 diopters).

The following is an example of simulating the design of a bi-focal lens with the

above parameters, i.e. having zones of optical power corresponding to 57 diopters (focal

length of 17.5 mm) and zones of optical power corresponding to 59.5 diopters (focal

length of 16.8 mm). It should be noted, although not specifically shown, that this

embodiment may or may not be combined with the principles of the embodiment of Fig.

2 (i.e. spaced-apart arrangement of the lens zones along the optical axis of the lens with

a distance larger than coherence length).

In this example, a refractive base lens is selected with the optical power

corresponding to 57 diopters, and then a mask is formed thereon from segments of a

diffractive lens having optical power of 2.5 diopters. The simulation procedure and

results are illustrated in Figs. 3A to 3D. Fig. 3A shows the surface curvature of a

diffractive lens LI corresponding to 2.5 diopters optical power and having focal length

f l . It should be understood that the gray level pattern corresponds to the variation of the



lens thickness (height) in accordance with the curvature. This lens LI can be divided

into multiple segments of different or same dimensions and/or shapes, and these

segments be then placed onto the base lens in a disordered fashion spaced-apart by

segments of the base lens (or for example by segment of another transparent substrate of

zero optical power). Thus, the bi-focal lens region LR is created from the base lens

carrying a map of randomly multiplexed geometrical zones of lens LI spaced by zones

of the base lens. In some embodiments the spaces between lens LI zones are presented

by a simple transparent plate with no optical power.

Figs. 3B and 3C show two examples of a mask formed by randomly distributed

discrete segments Zl of lens LI placed on and thus spaced by a transparent zero-power

substrate Z2. Thus, the mask is a pattern of lens zones of certain focal length f l (or

generally n different focal lengths) arranged in a spaced-apart interlaced fashion. Here,

the interlaced fashion is implemented by disordered or a-periodic (e.g. random)

distribution of the lens zones. Such disordered (random) arrangement of the lens zones

eliminates, or at least substantially reduces, diffraction effects of the lens as described

above.

The mask pattern thus corresponds to a non-diffractive lens. The number of

focal lengths in the mask, or in the entire lens region obtained by placing the mask onto

a base lens, and the focal length values may correspond to the optical power distribution

for far- and near-vision as prescribed for a specific patient. The disordered fashion of

the lens zones is aimed at decreasing interference formed by interaction of light

components passing through the spaced-apart lens zones of the same focal length. The

optical paths for interacting light components coming from different zones of the same

focal length are different, and accordingly the phase accumulated by these light

components is different. Therefore, there is no full constructive of destructive

interference of the interacting light components for any point other than the focal point,

i.e. the point in an image plane. The fact that the lens zones are arranged in an a-

periodic fashion reduces diffraction patterns, such as Bragg diffraction, caused and

enhanced by periodic structures.

As indicated above, the disordered-pattern lens region can be created by

dividing said lens region into zones. Each of said zones is treated to provide a certain

focal length according to a random variable with a distribution selected such that it

satisfies a desired fill factor of the lens for said focal length. The desired fill factor may



be such that light intensity is divided between the two or more optical powers evenly, or

such that one optical power will affect larger portion of the light intensity than one or

more other optical powers. Figs. 3B and 3C show two examples of the disordered-

pattern lens region (masks) with different fill factors, respectively. In the figures, zones

Zl correspond to regions of the lens with focal length fl, and zones Z2 correspond to

regions of no optical power. When such mask is placed in a base lens of focal length f2

(not shown here), these regions Z2 would correspond to those of focal length f2. Thus,

the net of lens zones (i.e. pattern on the lens surface) in a so-obtained combined lens

region has two groups, one group including spaced-apart disordered arrangement of

zones Zl and the other group including disordered distribution of lens zones Z2. In this

simulation, the lens zones Zl are zones of a diffractive lens with focal length fl, while

lens zones Z2 are parts which would be aligned with a refractive lens with focal length

f2. Fig. 3B shows a lens in which the lens zones having different focal lengths are

distributed randomly but evenly along the lens region, in a way that the fill factor of the

bi-focal lens is 50:50. This means that half of the optical energy passing through the

lens region is transferred through zones Zl and half of the energy is transferred through

zones Z2. This provides for a bi-focal (generally multi-focal) lens where the transmitted

energy is evenly divided between the two (or generally two or more) optical powers of

the lens. Fig. 3C shows a lens region in which the fill factor is 70:30. The lens zones are

arranged such that 70 percent of the area of the bi-focal lens is covered by zones Zl,

and 30 percent is covered by zones Z2, in a way that most of the energy is collected

from the object plane by Zl lens zones' group, rather than being distributed evenly

between the groups.

In the preferred embodiment of present invention a plurality of lens zones are

formed as a surface relief on the surface of a multi-focal lens region. The surface relief

is such that the lens zones are also arranged in the above described disordered interlaced

pattern and also the lens zones of the different focal lengths are spaced-apart along the

optical axis of the lens a distance higher than a coherence length of light at a

wavelength range for which the lens is designed. This arrangement provides that light

passing through zones of different focal lengths is not phase correlated, and the

disordered fashion of the lens zones of the same focal length decreases interference

effects.



Fig. 3D illustrates a 3-dimensional view of the optical mask of Fig. 3B to be

placed on a lens region of a base lens (not shown). The mask is configured from random

arrangement of lens zones Zl and Z2. In this figure, zones Zl are zones of a refractive

lens LI with focal length fl, and zones Z2 are those of an optically transparent substrate

having no optical power. As shown in the figure, the arrangement of the lens zones Zl

is in the form of a surface relief such that they are spaced from one another by zones Z2

along the surface of the substrate and also such that zones Zl and Z2 are spaced along

an optical axis of the lens LI. Preferably, this distance along the optical axis is larger

than a coherence length of light as described above. For a visible spectrum, the distance

along the optical axis is to be larger than 0.5 or 1 micrometer. The distance may be of

the order of several micrometer, and it may be as large as some hundreds of

micrometers. The multi-focal lens mask shown in Fig. 3D can be placed on the surface

of a single-focus base lens to provide a multi-focal lens arrangement.

Reference is now made to Figs. 4A to 6C showing simulation results for the

above-described multi-focal lens arrangement where the mask of Fig. 3E formed by

segments of a diffractive lens with optical power of 2.5 diopters is placed on top of an

"ideal" single-focus lens with focal length of 17.5mm. The combined lens arrangement

forms a multi-focal lens region with focal lengths of 17.5mm and 16.8mm.

Figs. 4A to 4C show point spread function (PSF) measurements for the multi-

focal lens arrangement. The figures show PSF of the lens arrangement for near field

(Fig. 4A, 410mm), intermediate distance field (Fig. 4B, 850mm) and far field (Fig. 4C)

distances from the lens. These figures actually present imaging a point-like light source

located at different distances from the multi-focal imaging lens arrangement. As shown

in Figs. 4A and 4C, for both the near field distances and the far field distances the lens

arrangement provides an in-focus image of the point-like light source. However, Fig.

4B shows that at some distances from the lens an object might be seen out of focus.

Moreover, in all three figures, no diffraction or interference patterns are observed. Such

patterns might have been caused by a periodic arrangement of the different lens zones

along the lens region.

Figs. 5A to 5C show modulation transfer function (MTF) measurements of a

point-source image located at the near field distance (Fig. 5A, 410mm), intermediate

distance (Fig. 5B, 850mm) and far field distance (Fig. 5C) from the lens arrangement. It

can be seen from Figs. 5A and 5C, that the MTF corresponding to either one of the



focal planes of the lens arrangement has absolute values of 0.1-0.2 at spatial frequencies

of above 20 cycles per millimeter. An MTF value higher than 0.1 corresponds to

imaging with visible contrast and signifies that such image is sharp enough for a person

to distinguish 20 lines or more within a millimeter. Fig. 5B shows that for spatial

frequencies above 20 cycles per millimeter, the MTF values are below 0.05. Such a

drop in the MTF values results with an out-of-focus image, while wide spread of higher

values of the MTF results in a sharp in-focus image. This corresponds to a behavior of a

bi-focal lens.

Figs. A to 6C show three images of an object obtained using the bi-focal

imaging lens described above. The object is set at a resolution of 100 line-pairs per

millimeter, presenting the object's highest spatial frequency, and is located at a near

field distance (Fig. 6A, 410mm), intermediate field distance (Fig. 6B, 850 mm) and far

field distance (Fig. 6C) from the imaging lens. As can be seen from Figs. 6A and 6C,

the imaging lens arrangement of the invention provides high contrast imaging and an in

focus image for both near- and far-field objects. Fig. 6B shows an out of focus image of

the object, which is now located in a distance between the correct distances relating to

any of the focal lengths of the lens arrangement.

Reference is now made to Fig. 7, showing a through focus measurement of MTF

(TFMTF) of the lens arrangement described above. This measurement presents the

multi-focal nature of the lens arrangement of the present invention by presenting two

focal planes at the relevant distances from the lens. The two focal planes can be seen as

two hills in the graph, located at around -0.41 and 0.35. The numbering of the x-axis in

the graph stands for a shift of the detector plane and represents focal lengths of 16.8 and

17.5 millimeter.

According to some embodiments of the invention, the lens region is segmented

into angular segments having different focal lengths, e.g. of at least two different focal

lengths. Reference is made to Fig. 8A illustrating an example of such a multi-focal lens

structure 10 having a lens region LR formed by angular segments of different focal

length, two such angular segments 51 and 52 having focal lengths fl and f2 being

shown in the figure. In some embodiments, the different focal lengths correspond to

near- and far-field vision as prescribed for a patient.

In order to improve adaptation processes in a human's brain, the angular

segments of the different focal lengths are arranged in an interlaced fashion, and also



preferably with radial symmetry. The brain process can prefer image data of certain

angular orientation and suppress data of other angular orientation, thus allow sharp

imaging of images from different object planes. Hence, preferably, the angular slices of

the lens region LR having different focal lengths are arranged such that the angular

segments/slices of the same focal lengths include segments arranged along two

perpendicular axes. With such arrangement, the lens region can be appropriately

oriented with respect to a line of site (coinciding with the optical axis when the lens

structure is in operation, e.g. being a contact or intraocular lens), the angular segment

corresponding to the near-field vision are oriented along vertical and horizontal axes,

while segments having other angular orientations with respect to the line of site are

those used for far field distances. This configuration is aimed at providing sharp

imaging of text or other printed images at close range to the eye, keeping in mind that

remote images typically correspond to natural scenes where the dominant axes are not

necessarily the vertical and horizontal ones.

The lens region may be segmented to 8 angular regions, i.e. each region

correspond to 45 degrees, where 4 regions, that are to be aligned with the horizontal and

vertical axes, are configured with focal length for near-field imaging and the other 4

regions are configured for far-field imaging. The lens region may be segmented to 16

angular regions, or any other number of segments covering the entire angular range of

the lens.

Preferably, such angular segments containing lens region is associated with a

phase coder configured for extending the depth of focus for imaging. The phase coder

may generally include a single phase coding pattern commonly distributed within the

different segments of the lens region. Preferably, however, each group of angular

segments having the same focal length is associated with a different phase coding

pattern of said phase coder for extended depth of focus fitting with the corresponding

focal length. This is exemplified in Fig. 8B, showing an imaging lens structure 10

having a lens region LR formed by a plurality of angular segments of two groups 51

and 52 having different focal lengths fl and f2 and arranged in an interlaced fashion;

and a phase coder PC. The latter may be either a separate phase mask located close to or

attached to the lens region or a phase mask embedded or integral with the lens region.

The phase coder PC includes two or more phase patterns, corresponding to the number

of groups of the angular segments in the lens region - two such phase coding patterns



Pl and P2 in the present example. Each pattern is formed by one or more phase

affecting regions different from that of its surroundings. An example of a suitable phase

coding pattern is described in the above-listed patent publications US 7,365,917; US

7,061,693; US 2009/074239; US 2009/1 16096; US 7,646,549, all assigned to the

assignee of the present application.

For example, the angular segments configured for short-range (near-field)

imaging may be associated with the phase coding patter providing extended depth of

focus corresponding to 3 diopters (or 5 diopeters, or 2 diopters), while the angular

segments having focal length for large distance imaging may be associated with the

phase coding pattern corresponding to extended depth of focus for 1 diopters (of ½

diopter, or 2 diopters). This is to enhance the imaging capabilities, since at short-range

small variations of the exact distance of an object may result with large variations of the

image plane, while at large distances, even large variations of the object plane does not

result with movement of the image plane.

Thus, the present invention provides a simple and effective approach for lenses

of multiple optical functions, especially multi-focal lenses. The multi-focal approach of

the invention is all-optical and easy to implement and can thus be advantageously used

in various imaging systems including ophthalmic applications. Those skilled in the art

will readily appreciate that various modifications and changes can be applied to the

embodiments of the invention as hereinbefore described without departing from its

scope defined in and by the appended claims.



CLAIMS:

1. An imaging lens structure comprising a lens region defining an effective

aperture of the lens structure, said lens region comprising an arrangement of lens zones

distributed within the lens region and comprising zones of at least two different optical

functions differently affecting light passing therethrough, said zones of at least two

different optical functions being arranged in an interlaced fashion along said lens region

corresponding to a surface relief of the lens region such that adjacent lens zones of

different optical functions are spaced apart from one another along an optical axis of the

lens structure a distance larger than a coherence length of light at least one spectral

range for which said lens structure is designed.

2. The lens structure of Claim 1, wherein said lens region comprises two or more

different patterns formed by said arrangement of the lens zones differently affecting

light passing therethrough, features of said two or more different patterns being

arranged in the interlaced fashion forming said surface relief.

3. The imaging lens structure of Claim 1 or 2, wherein said lens zones of at least

two optical functions are arranged in a disordered fashion.

4. The lens structure of Claim 3, wherein said lens zones of at least two optical

functions are arranged in a random fashion

5. The lens structure of any one of Claims 1 to 4, wherein at least some of the lens

zones have a dimension along the surface of the lens region larger than a wavelength of

light within said spectral range.

6. The lens structure of any one of Claims 1 to 5, comprising a base lens having a

certain first optical function and an optical mask formed by a plurality of lens zones

having at least one second optical function, said optical mask being aligned with at least

a part of the base lens thereby defining said lens region formed by the lens zones of at

least two different optical functions.

7. The lens structure of Claim 6, wherein said mask is a separate element attached

or located close to the base lens.

8. The lens structure of Claim 6, wherein said mask is embedded in the base lens.

9. The lens structure of Claim 8, wherein said mask is the surface relief etched in

said base lens.



10. The lens structure of any one of Claims 1 to 9, wherein at least one of said at

least two different optical function defines a focal length.

11. The lens structure of Claim 10, wherein the lens zones of said at least one

optical function defining the focal length are formed by segments of at least one

diffractive lens.

12. The lens structure of Claim 10, wherein the lens zones of said at least one

optical function defining the focal length are formed by segments of at least one

refractive lens.

13. The lens structure of Claim 10, wherein said lens zones of the different focal

lengths are formed by segments of refractive and diffractive lenses.

14. The imaging lens structure of Claim 1 or 2, wherein the lens zones are

configured as angular segments of the lens region arranged around the optical axis.

15. The imaging lens structure of Claim 14, wherein said angular segments

comprise segments of two different focal lengths arranged in the interlaced fashion.

16. The imaging lens structure of Claim 15, wherein said two different focal lengths

corresponding to patient's prescribed far and near vision respectively.

17. The imaging lens structure of Claim 15 or 16, wherein the lens zones of the two

different focal lengths are arranged around the optical axis with radial symmetry.

18. The imaging lens structure of Claim 17, wherein the angular segments of the

different focal lengths are arranged such that the angular segments of the same focal

length comprise segments arranged along two perpendicular axes, thereby enabling to

orient the imaging lens structure with respect to a line of sight such that vertically and

horizontally oriented segments within the lens region are those having the focal length

corresponding to the near field vision, and the angular segment of other orientations

with respect to the line of sight are those corresponding to the far field vision.

19. The imaging lens structure of any one of Claims 14 to 18, comprising a phase

coder comprising first and second phase coding patterns associated with the lens regions

of the two different focal lengths respectively to provide extended depth of focus for

imaging via said angular segments.

20. The imaging lens of Claim 19, wherein the phase coder may have one of the

following configuration: (i) is a separate phase mask located close to or attached to the

lens region along the optical axis; (ii) is a phase mask integral with the lens region.



21. A multi-focal ophthalmic lens formed by the imaging lens structure of any one

of preceding Claims.

22. The multi-focal ophthalmic lens of Claim 21, configured as intraocular lens,

intracorneal lens or contact lens.

23. The imaging lens of any one of Claims 1 to 20, configured for use as spectacles

lens.

24. An imaging lens structure comprising a multi-focal lens region comprising a

plurality of lens zones of at least two different focal lengths, said lens zones being

arranged in an interlaced fashion within a surface of said multi-focal lens region such

that the lens zone of one focal length is surrounded by lens zones of one or more

different focal lengths and the lens zones of the same focal length are arranged on said

surface in an disordered fashion.

25. The imaging lens structure of Claim 24, at least some of the lens zones have a

dimension along said surface of the lens region larger than a wavelength of Ught of one

or more spectral ranges for which the lens structure is designed.

26. The imaging lens structure of Claim 24 or 25, wherein said lens zones are

arranged such that adjacent lens zones of different focal length are spaced apart from

one another along an optical axis of the lens structure a distance larger than a coherence

length of light of one or more spectral ranges for which the lens structure is designed.

27. A multi-focal ophthalmic lens formed by the imaging lens structure of any one

of Claims 24 to 26.

28. The multi-focal ophthalmic lens of Claim 27, configured as intraocular lens,

intracorneal lens or a contact lens.

29. An imaging method comprising passing light through a pattern formed by a

plurality of lens zones of at least two different optical functions features of said pattern

being spaced from one another along at least an axis of light propagation such as to

reduce formation of diffraction and interference effects in at least one imaging plane.

30. An imaging lens unit comprising a multi-focal lens region, said lens region

comprising: a plurality of angular segments of at least two different focal lengths

arranged in a radial symmetry around an optical axis of said lens region, and a phase

coder comprising at least two phase coding patterns associated with the angular

segments of said at least two different focal lengths respectively, the angular segments

of said at least two different focal lengths being arranged such that the angular segments



of one focal length comprise segments arranged along two perpendicular axes, thereby

enabling to orient the imaging lens structure with respect to a line of sight such that

vertically and horizontally oriented segments within the lens region are those having

said one focal length.
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